the practice’s computer and medical equipment.
Dr Chater told MO that disaster
planning was vital to ensuring a
practice was able to bounce back
from natural disaster but the key
was to remain flexible and pragmatic when responding to the
circumstances.
“The computers and your
equipment are obviously important

to get you started again,” he said.
“Just all the little things like
diagnostic
equipment,
your
stethoscopes and blood pressure
machines, etc, are vital, otherwise it is a bit like trying to run a
mechanic’s garage without your
spanners.”
There were substantial losses
along with the building itself,
which needed to be gutted, that

included height adjustable couches
which were too heavy to move and
virtually all the practice furniture.
AS
In the aftermath,
SE as his staff
EN to estaband family scrambled
IN in four
lish a makeshift practice
commandeered wards of the local
hospital, Dr Chater said random
acts of kindness helped get things
back on track.
“A 70-year-old retired doctor

Evidence may be lacking to link
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THE widely held belief that
skipping breakfast causes weight
gain is not backed by scientific
evidence, an analysis shows.
The US researchers searched
the 92 studies available on the
proposed effect of breakfast on
obesity and found the observational literature had gratuitously
established an association, but
not a causal link, between skipping breakfast and obesity.
A pooled meta-analysis
showed skipping breakfast was
associated with a 55% increased
risk of obesity.
However, the authors found
the association was established
in 1993, the first year studies
started appearing linking skipping breakfast and obesity, when
three studies were published.
Studies continued to be performed and by 2011, the p-value
for the association was less
than 10–42, providing evidence
of research lacking probity, the
authors said, which they defined
as experiments about questions
that have already been answered,
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or are designed so that they don’t
advance scientific knowledge.
“Although no universal threshold exists for what constitutes
sufficient observational evidence,
we posit that 10–42 is excessive
and therefore, it was gratuitous
to conduct additional association
studies regarding the proposed
effect of breakfast on obesity.
“Each study and analysis
that is conducted costs time and
resources that could be dedicated

to unveiling novel associations
or engaging in randomised trials that can better define causal
relations,” they said.
They found many examples
of biased reporting of the link
between eating breakfast and
obesity, including biased interpretation of results, improperly
using causal language to describe
results, and misleadingly citing
others’ results.
Am J Clin Nutr 2013; online 4 September
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